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If you see this message, it means that we are having trouble downloading external resources on our site. If you're behind a web filter, please make sure the domains no.kastatic.org and no.kasandbox.org unlocked. A deposit multiplier is the maximum amount of money a bank can create for each unit of reserves. The multiplier deposit is usually a percentage of the deposit amount in the bank. The
requirement for a deposit multiplier is the key to maintaining the main monetary monetary offer in the economy. The dependence on the deposit multiplier is called a fractional reserve banking system and is now common to banks in most countries of the world. A deposit multiplier is the maximum amount of money a bank can create for each unit of reserves. This figure is key to maintaining the main
monetary monetary money group of the economy and the main component of the fractional reserve banking system. Although the minimums are set by the Federal Reserve, banks can set a higher deposit multiplier. The deposit multiplier differs from the money multiplier, which reflects the change in the country's monetary offer created by a capital loan outside the bank's reserve. The deposit multiplier is
also called a deposit extension multiplier or a simple deposit multiplier. This is the amount of money that all banks should keep at hand in their reserves. This allows them to operate on a daily basis, reducing the risk of depleting their supplies to meet withdrawal requests from their customers. Central banks such as the Federal Reserve in the United States set minimum amounts to be held by banks. They
are known as necessary reserve or reserve requirements - the amount of money available to the bank to lend to its customers. The bank must constantly maintain this minimum in the account deposited by the central bank to make sure that it has enough cash to meet any withdrawal requests from its depositors. The deposit multiplier is the reverse of the necessary reserves. Thus, if the required reserve
ratio is 20%, the deposit multiplier ratio is 80%. This is the ratio of the amount of bank deposits being audited - demand accounts, on which it is possible to negotiate on checks, drafts or other financial instruments, to its reserve amount. Thus, if the multiplier deposit is 80%, the bank must keep $1 in reserve for every $5 it has in deposits. The remaining $4 is available to the bank for lending or investing. The
deposit multiplier provides the basis for the money multiplier, but the cost of the money multiplier is ultimately less. This is due to excess reserves, savings and conversions to consumers' cash. We're on our way. Detail about the money multiplier a little further down. The bank deposit multiplier can be calculated according to the following formula: the deposit multiplier is often confused with the money
multiplier. Although the two terms are closely related, they are not interchangeable and different from each other. The monetary multiplier reflects the change in the cash money money money group created by a loan of capital outside the outside This can be seen as the maximum potential creation of money due to the multiplier effect of all bank lending. Banks can hold reserves beyond the requirements set
by the Federal Reserve to reduce the number of deposits being audited. If banks were lending all available dollars in excess of their necessary reserves, and if borrowers were spent on every dollar they took from banks, the deposit multiplier and money multiplier would be essentially the same. In practice, banks don't you lend every dollar they have. And not all borrowers spend every dollar they borrow.
Some of the cash they can send to savings or other deposit accounts. This reduces the amount of money creating and the money multiplier figure that reflects it. 1 Government agency, which controls the banking system and is responsible for monetary policy in the United States, is the Federal Reserve. B) United States Treasury. C) U.S. Gold Commission. D) House of Representatives. 2Individuals, which
lend money to the bank by opening a checking account, are called policy holders A). B) partners. C) contributors. D) Debt holders. The 33 players in the cash supply process include B) banks, depositors and the U.S. Treasury. B) banks, depositors and borrowers. C) Banks, depositors and the central bank. D) banks, borrowers and the central bank. 4 Of the three players in the cash supply process, most
observers agree that the most important player is the A) United States Treasury. B) Federal Reserve. C) the FDIC. D) The Office of Thrift Supervision. 5Both and are the assets of the Federal Reserve. A) Currency in circulation; Reserves B) currency in circulation; Securities C) Securities; Loans to financial institutions D) securities; Reserves 6Day liabilities of the Federal Reserve include B) securities and
loans to financial institutions. B) currency in circulation and reserves. C) Securities and reserves. D) Currency in circulation and loans to financial institutions. 7Both is the Fed's monetary commitment. Securities; loans to financial institutions ( ) currency in circulation; Reserves C) Securities; Reserves D) currency in circulation; Loans to Financial Institutions 8 Amount of the Fed's cash liabilities and U.S.
Treasury cash obligations is called A) cash supply. B) currency in circulation. C) Bank reserves. D) The monetary base. 9 Monetary base consists of currency A) in circulation and banknotes of the Federal Reserve. B) currency in circulation and U.S. Treasury cash obligations. C) Currency in circulation and reserves. D) reserves and notes of the Federal Reserve. 10Thital reserves minus bank deposits with
the Fed equal to A) cash storage. B) Excess reserves. C) necessary reserves. D) Currency in circulation. 11 Reserves equal to the amount of A) of necessary reserves and excess reserves. (B) The necessary reserves and cash reserves. C) Excess reserves and cash reserves. D) B) B) cash reserves and total reserves. 12Total reserves are the amount of 1 and 1 euro. (a) Excess reserves; Borrowed
reserves B) necessary reserves; Currency in circulation C) cash storage; Excess reserves D) excess reserves; 13Exces reserves are equal to A) total reserves minus discount credits. B) Cash storage plus deposits in Federal Reserve banks minus the necessary reserves. C) Cash storage minus the necessary reserves. D) Deposits with the Fed minus the cash storage plus the necessary reserves. 14Total
reserves minus cash storage equals A) bank deposits with Fed B) excess reserves. C) necessary reserves. D) Currency in circulation. 15 The amount of deposits that banks must keep in reserve is excess reserves. B) necessary reserves. C) Total reserves. D) Cash storage. 16 Percentage of deposits that banks must hold in reserve is the A.B. surplus ratio required by the ratio of reserves. C) The total
reserve ratio. D) Currency ratio. 17Which that with a new verifiable deposit, the First National Bank holds two million dollars in cash storage, eight million dollars in deposits at the Federal Reserve, and one million dollars in necessary reserves. Given this information, we can say that the First National Bank has 1 million dollars in excess of reserves. A) three B) nine C) ten D) eleven 18Suppose that of the
new deposit being audited, the First National Bank holds two million dollars in cash storage, eight million dollars in deposit at the Federal Reserve, and one million dollars in required reserves. Given this information, it can be said that the First National Bank is facing the required reserve ratio as a percentage. A) Ten B) twenty C) eighty D) ninety-19Suppose that of the new deposit being audited, The First
National Bank has two million dollars in cash storage, eight million dollars in deposit at the Federal Reserve, and nine million dollars in excess reserves. Given this information, we can say that the First National Bank has a million dollars in necessary reserves. A) one B) two c) eight d) ten 20Suppose that of the new deposit being audited, The First National Bank holds two million dollars in cash storage,
eight million dollars in deposit at the Federal Reserve, and nine million dollars in excess reserves. Given this information, it can be said that the First National Bank is facing the required reserve ratio as a percentage. A) Ten B) twenty-c) eighty D) ninety-21Suppose that of the new deposit being audited, The First National Bank holds eight million dollars in deposits in the Federal Reserve, one million dollars
in required reserves, and faces the necessary reserve ratio of ten percent. Given information, we can say that the First National Bank has 1 million dollars in excess of reserves. A) two B) eight C) nine D) ten 22Suppose that of the new deposit being audited, The First National Bank holds eight million dollars in deposits in the Federal Reserve, one million dollars in required reserves, and faces the necessary
reserve ratio of ten percent. Given this information, we can say that the First National Bank has a million in the cash vault. A) two B) eight C) nine D) ten 23Ins suggest that of the new deposit being audited, The First National Bank holds two million dollars in cash storage, nine million dollars in excess of reserves, and faces the required reserve ratio of ten percent. Given this information, we can say that the
First National Bank has a million dollars in necessary reserves. A) One B) two C) eight d) ten 24Suppose that of the new deposit being audited, The First National Bank holds two million dollars in cash storage, nine million dollars in excess of reserves, and faces the necessary reserve ratio of ten percent. Given this information, we can say the first national bank has a million dollars in deposit to the Federal
Reserve. A) One B) two c) eight d) ten 25Suppose that of the new deposit being audited, The First National Bank holds two million dollars in cash storage, one million dollars in required reserves, and faces the necessary reserve ratio of ten percent. Given this information, we can say that the First National Bank has 1 million dollars in excess of reserves. A) one B) two c) nine d) ten 26Suppose that of the
new deposit being audited, The First National Bank holds two million dollars in cash storage, one million dollars in required reserves, and faces the required reserve ratio of ten percent. Given this information, we can say the first national bank has a million dollars in deposit to the Federal Reserve. A) one B) two C) eight d) ten 27Suppose that of the new deposit being audited, The First National Bank holds
eight million dollars in deposits in the Federal Reserve, nine million dollars in excess of reserves, and faces the necessary reserve ratio of ten percent. Given this information, we can say that the First National Bank has a million dollars in necessary reserves. A) one B) two C) nine d) ten 28Suppose that of the new deposit being audited, The First National Bank holds eight million dollars in deposit in the
Federal Reserve, nine million dollars in excess of reserves, and faces the necessary reserve ratio of ten percent. Given this information, we can say the First National Bank has a million dollars in cash storage. A) One B) two C) nine d) ten 29 percent rate the Fed charges banks borrowing from the Fed is a) federal funds rate. B) Treasury bill rate. C) interest rate. D) Prime bet. 30 When banks borrow money
from the Federal Reserve, these funds are called A) federal funds. B) discount credits. C) Federal loans. D) Treasury funds. Answer: B31 Monetary base minus currency in circulation equals reserves A. B) borrowed base. C) an unfeasible base. D) Discount credits. 32 Monetary base minus A) currency in circulation. B) borrowed base. C) an unfeasible base. D) Discount credits. 33Sesy cash minus
reserves equal to reserves A.B) currency in circulation. C) The monetary base. D) an unfeasible base. 34Sy money minus currency in circulation equals A) reserves. B) borrowed base. C) an unfeasible base. D) Discount credits. 35Solds and sales sales Federal Reserve securities are called A) discount loans. B) transfers from the federal fund. C) open market operations. D) swap transactions. 36 When the
Federal Reserve buys government bonds from the main dealer, reserves in the banking system and the monetary base, everything else remains unchanged. (a) Increase; Increase B) increase; C) decreases; Increases D) decrease; When the Federal Reserve sells government bonds to a primary dealer, reserves in the banking system and the money base, everything else remains unchanged. (a) Increase;
Increase B) increase; C) decreases; Increases D) decrease; When the main dealer sells government bonds to the Federal Reserve, reserves in the banking system and the monetary base, everything else remains unchanged. (a) Increase; Increase B) increase; C) decreases; Increases D) decrease; When the main dealer buys government bonds from the Federal Reserve, reserves in the banking system
and the monetary base, everything else remains unchanged. (a) Increase; Increase B) increase; C) decreases; Increases D) decrease; When the Fed buys $100 bonds from the main dealer, reserves in the A))) banking system increase by $100. B) an increase of more than $100. C) A decrease of $100. D) A decrease of more than $100. 41 When the Fed sells bonds for $100 to the primary dealer,
reserves in the banking system A) increase by $100. B) an increase of more than $100. C) A decrease of $100. D) A decrease of more than $100. 42 When the Fed provides the first National Bank discount credit of $100, reserves in the banking system A) increase by $100. B) an increase of more than $100. C) A decrease of $100. D) A decrease of more than $100. 43 All the same when the Fed calls in
a $100 discount credit previously extended to First National Bank, reserves in the banking system A) to increase by $100. B) an increase of more than $100. C) A decrease of $100. D) A decrease of more than $100. 44 When the Federal Reserve provides a concessional loan to the bank, the monetary base and reserves. A) remains unchanged; (b) Remains unchanged; Increase C) increases; D)
increases; Remain unchanged 45 When the Federal Reserve calls in a discount loan from the bank, monetary base and reserves. A) remains unchanged; (b) Remains unchanged; Increase C) decreases; Decrease D) decreases; If the Fed decides to cut bank reserves, it can a) buy government bonds. B) to give banks preferential loans. C) the sale of government bonds. D) Print more currency. 47 There
are two ways in which the Fed can provide additional reserves to the banking system: it can use government bonds or discount loans Banks. A) Sell; Extend B) sell; Call to C) purchase; Extend D) purchase; call in 48A decline in q leads to equal equal monetary base in the short term. A) Float; Increase B) float; Reduction of C) treasury deposits in the Fed; Reducing D) discount credits; The 49-stock
increase declines when the A) Fed provides concessional loans. B) Treasury deposits when the Fed declines. C) The float increases. D) The Fed sells securities. 50Ourvia in the South leads to an equal - in the monetary base in the short term. A) Float; Reducing B) float; Increase C) discount credits; Reducing D) Treasury deposits at the Fed; The 51-year-old cashes a pay cheque and keeps all funds in the
form of currency. Everything else held constant, full reserves in the banking system and monetary base. A) Remain unchanged; B) decrease; C) decrease; The decline remains unchanged D) Reduces 52Suppose your paycheck directly to deposit into your checking account. Everything else held constant, full reserves in the banking system and monetary base. A) Remain unchanged; B) remain unchanged.
C) decrease; Increases D) decrease; 53The Fed does not tightly control the monetary base because it does not fully control the A) open buying market. B) sales on the open market. C) Borrowed reserves. D) the discount rate. 54Contract of borrowed reserves from the monetary base receives A) reserves. B) powerful money. C) an unfeasible monetary base. D) A loan money base. 55 The relationship
between leveraged reserves (BP), non-debt base (Major League Baseball) and monetary base (MB) is A) MB - MBn- BR. B) BR - MBn- MB. C) BR - MBn. D) MB - BR - MBn. 56Explain are two ways in which the Federal Reserve can increase the monetary base. Why is the impact of the Federal Reserve's actions on bank reserves less accurate than the impact on the monetary base? Answer: The Fed can
increase the monetary base by buying government bonds and by extending concessional loans. Because the Fed can't control the distribution of the monetary base between reserves and currencies, it has less control over reserves than base.57 When the Fed supplies the banking system with an additional dollar of reserves, deposits increase by more than one dollar - a process called creating additional
deposits. B) multiple deposit creation. C) creating an expansionist deposit. D) stimulating the creation of a deposit. 58 When the Fed supplies the banking system with an additional dollar of reserves, deposits and deposits on th than one dollar - a process called multiple deposit creation. (a) Increase; Less B) increase; More C) decrease; Less D) decrease; more than 59If the required reserve ratio is 10 per
cent, one bank can increase its loans to a maximum amount equal to A) of its excess reserves. B) 10 times more excess reserves. C) 10 percent of excess stock. D) its total reserves. 60In a simple deposit expansion model if the Fed buys $100 from a bank that did not previously have excess reserves, the bank may increase your credits by a) $10. B) $100. C) 100 times the mutual required reserve ratio. D)
$100 times the required reserve ratio. 61 In a simple deposit expansion model, if the Fed buys $100 bonds from a bank that previously had no excess reserves, deposits in the banking system could potentially increase by a) $10. B) $100. C) 100 times the mutual required reserve ratio. D) $100 times the required reserve ratio. 62 In a simple deposit extension model, if the Fed provides a $100 discount loan
to a bank that previously had no excess reserves, the bank can now increase its loans by a) $10. B) $100. C) 100 times the mutual required reserve ratio. D) $100 times the required reserve ratio. 63 In a simple deposit extension model, if the Fed provides a $100 discount to a bank that previously had no excess reserves, deposits in the banking system could potentially increase by A) $10. B) $100. C) 100
times the mutual required reserve ratio. D) $100 times the required reserve ratio. 64In a simple multi-deposit model in which banks do not have excess reserves, the increase in deposits being audited is equal to the product of the change in reserves and A) of mutual excess reserve ratio. B) a simple deposit extension multiplier. C) a mutual simple deposit multiplier. D) the discount rate. 65 A simple deposit
multiplier can be expressed as a ratio A) a change in reserves in the banking system, divided by changes in deposits. (b) Changes in deposits divided as a result of changes in reserves in the banking system. (c) The required reserve ratio, divided by a change in reserves in the banking system. D) change deposits divided by the required reserve ratio. 66If reserves in the banking system will increase by
$100, the deposits being audited will increase by $1000 in a simple deposit creation model when the required reserve ratio is A) 0.01. B) 0.10. C) 0,05. D) 0.20. 67If reserves in the banking system will increase by $100, the deposits being audited will increase by $500 in a simple deposit-creation model with the required reserve ratio A) 0.01. B) 0.10. C) 0,05. D) 0.20 68If the required reserve ratio is 10 per
cent, a simple deposit multiplier A) 5.0. B) 2.5. C) 100.0. D) 10.0 69If the required reserve ratio is 15 per cent, a simple deposit multiplier A) 15.0. B) 1.5. C) 6.67. D) 3.33. 70If the required reserve ratio is 20 per cent, then a simple deposit multiplier A) 5.0. B) 2.5. C) 4.0. D) 10.0. 71If the required reserve ratio is 25 per cent, then a simple deposit multiplier A) 5.0. B) 2.5. C) 4.0. D) 10.0. 72A a simple deposit
multiplier equal to one implies the required reserve ratio of A) 100 per cent. B) 50 percent. C) 25 percent. D) 0 percent. 73A simple a two-player implies the required reserve ratio of A) 100 per cent. B) 50 percent. C) 25 percent. D) 0 percent. 74A a simple deposit multiplier equal to four implies the required reserve ratio A) 100 percent. B) 50 percent. C) 25 percent. D) 0 percent. 75 In a simple deposit
extension model, if the banking system has excess reserves of $75 and the required reserve ratio is 20%, the potential expansion of deposits inspected is A) $75. B) $750. C) $37.50. D) $375. 76 In a simple deposit extension model, if the required reserve ratio is 20 percent and the Fed increases reserves by $100, the deposits being audited could potentially expand to A) by $100. B) $250. C) $500. D) $
1000. 77 In a simple deposit extension model, if the required reserve ratio is 10 percent and the Fed increases reserves by $100, the deposits being audited could potentially expand by a) $100. B) $250. C) $500. D) $ 1000. 78 In a simple deposit expansion model, the expansion of verifiable deposits by $1,000, when the required reserve ratio is 20 percent, means fed A) has sold $200 in government bonds.
B) sold $500 in government bonds. C) purchased $200 in government bonds. D) purchased $500 in government bonds. 79 In a simple deposit expansion model, the expansion of chequed deposits by $1,000, when the required reserve ratio is 10 percent, means fed A) has sold $1,000 in government bonds. B) sold $100 in government bonds. C) purchased $1,000 in government bonds. D) purchased $100
in government bonds. 80 In a simple deposit expansion model, a reduction in chequeable deposits by $1,000, when the required reserve ratio is 20 percent, means fed A) has sold $200 in government bonds. B) sold $500 in government bonds. C) purchased $200 in government bonds. D) purchased $500 in government bonds. 81 In a simple deposit expansion model, the reduction of chequed deposits by
$1,000, when the required reserve ratio is 10%, means that Fed A) has sold $1,000 in government bonds. B) sold $100 in government bonds. C) purchased $1,000 in government bonds. D) purchased $100 in government bonds. 82 In a simple deposit expansion model, the reduction in chequed deposits by $500, when the required reserve ratio is 10%, means that Fed A) has sold $500 in government
bonds. B) sold $50 in government bonds. C) purchased $50 in government bonds. D) purchased $500 in government bonds. 83 In a simple deposit expansion model, the reduction in chequed deposits by $500, when the required reserve ratio is 20%, means that Fed A) has sold $250 in government bonds. B) sold $100 in government bonds. C) sold $50 in government bonds. D) purchased $100 in
government bonds. 84If reserves in the banking system increase by $100, then the deposits being audited will increase by $400 in a simple model of creation at the required reserve ratio A) 0.01. B) 0.10. C) 0.20. D) 0.25. 85If reserves in the banking system increase by $100, then the deposits being audited will increase by $667 in a simple deposit creation model when the required reserve ratio is A) 0.01.
B) 0.05. C) 0.15. D) 0.20. 86If reserves in the banking system will increase by a then the deposits being audited will increase by $100 in a simple deposit creation model when the required reserve ratio is A) 0.01. B) 0.10. C) 0.20. D) 1.00. 87If reserves in the banking system increase by $100, the deposits being audited will increase by $2000 in a simple deposit creation model with the required reserve ratio
A) 0.01. B) 0.05. C) 0.10. D) 0.20. 88If reserves in the banking system increase by $200, then the deposits being audited will increase by $500 in a simple deposit creation model when the required reserve ratio is A) 0.04. B) 0.25. C) 0.40. D) 0.50. 89If the bank has excess reserves of $10,000 and requires deposit liabilities of $80,000, and if the reserve requirement is 20%, the bank has actual reserves A)
$16,000. B) $20,000. C) $26,000. D) $36,000. 90If the bank has excess reserves of $20,000 and requires deposit liabilities of $80,000, and if the reserve requirement is 20%, the bank has total reserves A) $16,000. B) $20,000. C) $26,000. D) $36,000. 91If the bank has excess reserves of $5,000 and requires deposit liabilities of $80,000, and if the reserve requirement is 20%, the bank has actual reserves
A) $11,000. B) $20,000. C) $21,000. D) $26,000. 92If the bank has excess reserves of $15,000 and requires deposit liabilities of $80,000, and if the reserve requirement is 20%, the bank has a total reserve A) $11,000. B) $21,000. C) $31,000. D) $41,000. 93If the bank has excess reserves of $4,000 and require deposit liabilities of $100,000, and if the reserve requirement is 15 percent, then the bank has
an actual reserve A) $17,000. B) $19,000. C) $24,000. D) $29,000. 94If the bank has excess reserves of $4,000 and require deposit liabilities of $100,000, and if the reserve requirement is 10 percent, then the bank has actual reserves B) $14,000. B) $19,000. C) $24,000. D) $29,000. 95If the bank has excess reserves of $7,000 and requires deposit liabilities of $100,000, and if the reserve requirement is
15 percent, the bank has actual reserves B) $17,000. B) $22,000. C) $27,000. D) $29,000. 96If the bank has excess reserves of $7,000 and require deposit liabilities of $100,000, and if the reserve requirement is 10 percent, then the bank has actual reserves B) $14,000. B) $17,000. C) $22,000. D) $27,000. The 97A bank has excess reserves of $6,000 and a demand deposit commitment of $100,000 when
the required reserve ratio is 20 percent. If the reserve ratio is raised to 25 percent, the bank's excess reserves on the part of A) -5000 dollars. B) -$1000. C) $1,000. D) $5,000. The 98A bank has excess reserves of $4,000 and a demand deposit liability of $100,000 when the required reserve ratio is 20 percent. If the reserve ratio is up to 25 percent, then the bank's excess reserves on the part of A) -5000
dollars. B) -$1000. C) $1,000. D) $5,000. The 99A bank has excess reserves of $10,000 and require deposit liabilities of $100,000 when the required reserve ratio is 20 percent. If the reserve ratio is raised to 25 25 excess reserves of the bank by the bank from the side of A) - 5000 U.S. dollars. B) -$1000. C) $1,000. D) $5,000. 100A bank has no excess reserves and requires deposit liabilities of $100,000
when the required reserve ratio is 20 percent. If the reserve ratio is raised to 25 percent, the bank's excess reserves are now on the side of A) -5000 dollars. B) -$1000. C) $1,000. D) $5,000. The 101A bank has excess reserves of $1,000 and require deposit liabilities of $80,000 when the reserve requirement is 20 percent. If the need for reserve is reduced to 10 percent, the excess reserves of the bank will
come to A) $1,000. B) $8000. C) $9,000. D) $17,000. 102A Bank has excess reserves of $1,000 and require deposit liabilities of $80,000 when the reserve requirement is 25 percent. If the need for a reserve is reduced to 20 percent, the bank's excess reserves from the bank will be $1,000. B) $5,000. C) $ 8000. D) $ 9000. 103Decsion by savers to increase their holdings of 1 euro, or banks to withhold
deposits will lead to a smaller expansion of deposits than predicted by a simple model. A) Deposits; Necessary reserves B) deposits; Excess reserves C) of currency; Necessary reserves D) currency; Excess reserves of 104Decion by depositors to increase their reserves to the amount of 104Decs or banks for he-years for wither reserves will lead to an increase in deposits than a simple model predicts. A)
Deposits; Less B) Deposits; More C) currency; Less than D) currency; Big 105Decis on - about their currency reserves and their reserves of excess reserves affect the money supply. Borrowers; depositors B) banks; Depositors C) depositors; Borrowers D) savers; banks 106Assume that none of the banks have excess reserves and the public has no currency. If the bank sells $100 to the Fed, explain what
happens to that bank and two additional steps in the deposit expansion process, assuming a 10% reserve requirement. How much do deposits and loans for the banking system increase after the process is completed? Answer: Bank A first changes reserves and then borrows reserves, creating loans. He receives $100 in reserves from the sale of securities. Since all these reserves will be excess reserves
(there was no change in the deposits being audited), the bank will lend all $100. $100 will then be deposited in Bank B. This bank now has a change of reserves of $100, of which $90 is excess reserves. Bank B will identify these $90 to be deposited in Bank C. Bank C now has an increase in reserves of $90, $81 of which is excess reserves. Bank C will loan this $81 dollars and this process will continue
until there are no more excess reserves in the banking system. For the banking system, both loans and deposits increase by $1000.107Sy two reasons why the Fed does not have control over the level of bank deposits and loans. Explain how a change in a factor affects the deposit extension process. Answer: The Fed does not have full control over the bank's level and loans because banks can hold
excess reserves and the public can change their foreign exchange reserves. Changing any factor changes the process of deposit expansion. The increase in excess reserves or currency reduces the amount by which deposits and loans are increased.108Seem, why a simple deposit multiplier exaggerates the true deposit multiplier. A: The simple model ignores the role of banks and their customers in the
creation process. Customers of the bank can decide on the he-currency, and the bank can decide on the hem of excess reserves. Both will limit the ability of the banking system to create deposits. Thus, the true multiplier is less than the forecast of a simple deposit multiplier.109Sampies in an unfinished monetary base, everything else was kept constantly, will lead to the fall of the currency. B) The cash
supply is rising. C) No change in the cash amount. D) Demand deposits fall. 110 Cash supply is related to the unconshidized monetary base, and is related to the level of borrowed reserves. A) positive; negatively B) negatively; Not C) Positive; Positively D) negatively; negatively 111 Amount of borrowed reserves is related to the interest rate and is related to the market interest rate. A) negative; negatively
B) negatively; Positively C) positively; negatively D) positive; positively 112A in market interest rates relative to the interest rate will cause discount borrowing to_______. A) Fall; Increase B) Growth; Decrease in C) growth; Increase D) Fall; Remain unchanged 113 Everything else remains unchanged, the increase in foreign exchange reserves will cause A) monetary reserves to rise. B) Cash reserves to
remain constant. C) The money supply is falling. D) Verifiable deposits grow. 114 Everything else remains unchanged, reducing excess reserves will mean A) a decrease in the money supply. B) an increase in cash reserves. C) Reducing verifiable deposits. D) increase in concessional loans. 115 In the cash supply model, the Federal Reserve's role in influencing monetary resources is represented by A)
both the required reserve ratio and the market interest rate. (b) The required ratio of reserves, non-indisvusible reserves and leveraged reserves. C) only borrowed reserves. D) only non-support reserves. 116 On the model of the cash supply process, the role of the depositor in influencing the money supply is represented by A.B.'s foreign exchange holdings) foreign exchange reserves and excess reserve.
C) Foreign exchange reserves and leveraged reserves. D) Market interest rate. 117 In the monetary process model, the bank's role in influencing the money supply process is represented by A) an excess reserve. B) both excess reserve and market interest rate. C) Currency ratio. D) only borrowed reserves. 118Models describing the monetary group's definition and the Fed's role in the process tend to
focus on Kew rather than on have a more predictable effect on the former. Reserves; B) reserves; Powerful Money C) Money Base; Powerful Money D) Money Base; The 119 Fed reserves can exercise more precise control over Kew than he can more than. A) Powerful money; Reserves B) powerful money; monetary base C) monetary base; Powerful Cash Reserves D) ; Powerful Money 120 Attitude, which
refers to the change of the currency to this change in the monetary base is called the A) money multiplier. (B) The required reserve ratio. C) Deposit ratio. D) the discount rate. 121B model of the money supply process assumption is that the desired levels of currency and excess reserves A) are given as constants. B) grow proportionally with verifiable deposits. C) Grow proportionately with powerful money.
D) grow proportionally over time. 122 The total amount of reserves in the banking system is equal to the required reserves and excess reserves. A) The amount B) difference between C) product D) The ratio between 123 Total required reserves in the banking system is equal to the required ratio of reserves and deposits being audited. A) The amount of B) difference between C) product D) ratio between
124C as long as the Federal Reserve sets the required reserve ratio to less than one, one dollar reserves can support - verifiable deposits. A) exactly one dollar B) less than one dollar C) more than one dollar D) exactly twice as much as the 125A increase in the monetary base that goes into K is not multiplied, while the increase that goes into q is multiplied. A) Deposits; Currency B) excess reserves;
Currencies C) currency; Excess reserves D) currency; Deposits 126U increase the monetary base that goes into the currency, is 1, while the increase that goes into deposits, is . A) multiplied; multiplied B) is not multiplied; Multiplied C) multiplied; Not multiplied D) does not multiply; not multiplied 127If the Fed introduces reserves into the banking system and they are held as excess reserves, then the
money supply A) increases only on the initial growth of reserves. B) increases by only half of the initial increase in reserves. C) increases by a multiple of the initial increase in reserves. D) does not change. 128If the Fed introduces reserves into the banking system and they are held as excess reserves, then the monetary base and monetary base. A) remains unchanged; B) remains unchanged. Increases
C) increases; Increases D) increases; 129If the required reserve ratio is 10%, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, the deposits inspected are $800 billion, and the excess reserves are $0.8 billion, the money is a billion. A) $8000 B) $1200 C) $1200.8 D) $8,400,130If the required reserve ratio is 10%, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, the deposits in circulation are $800 billion, and excess
reserves are $0.8 then money multiplier M1 A) 2.5. B) 1.67. C) 2.0. D) 0.601. 131If the required reserve ratio is 10%, the currency in circulation is $1200 billion, the deposits inspected are $1600 billion, and the excess reserves are $2.500 billion, the M1 money multiplier is A) 2.5. B) 1.7. C) 7.3. D) 0,73. 132If the required reserve ratio is 10%, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, the deposits being
audited are $800 billion, and the excess reserves are $0.8 billion, the ratio of foreign currency deposits is A) 0.25. B) 0.50. C) 0.40. D) 0.05. 133If the required reserve ratio is 10%, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, the deposits inspected are $800 billion, and the excess reserves are $0.8 billion, the surplus of the reserve-verifiable deposit is A) 0.001. B) 0.10. C) 0.01. D) 0.05. 134If the required
reserve ratio is 10%, the currency in circulation is $1.200 billion, the deposits being audited are $1600 billion, and the excess reserves are $2.500 billion, the surplus of reserve-verifiable deposits is A) 1.56. B) 0.48. C) 0,72. D) 0,56. 135If the required reserve ratio is 10%, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, the deposits in circulation - $800 billion, and the excess reserves are $0.8 billion, the monetary
base A) $480 billion. B) $480.8 billion C) $80 billion (D) $80.8 billion 136If the required reserve ratio is 15%, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, the deposits inspected is $800 billion, and the excess reserves are $0.8 billion, the M1 money multiplier is A) 2.5. B) 1.67. C) 2.3. D) 0.651. 137If the required reserve ratio is 5%, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, the deposits being audited - $800
billion, and the excess reserves are $0.8 billion, the multiplier of money M1 - A) 2.5. B) 2.72. C) 2.3. D) 0.551. If the required reserve ratio is 10 percent, the currency in circulation is 400 billion dollars, the deposits inspected are $1,000 billion, and the excess reserves are $1 billion, the money supply is a billion euros. A) $10,000 B) $4000 C) $1400 D) $10,400,139If the required reserve ratio is 10%, the
currency in circulation is $400 billion, verifiable deposits are -1000 billion, and excess reserves are $1 billion, then the M1 money multiplier is A) 2.5. B) 2.8. C) 2.0. D) 0.7. 140If the required reserve ratio is 10%, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, the deposits in check are $1000 billion, and the excess reserves are $1 billion, the surplus of the reserve-verifiable deposit is A) 0.01. B) 0.10. C) 0.001. D)
0.05. 141If the required reserve ratio is 10%, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, verified deposits - $1000 billion, and excess reserves are $1 billion, then monetary base A) $400 billion B) $401 billion C) $500 billion( D) $501 billion 142 billion, or the required reserve ratio is 15 percent, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, deposits are checked - $1000 billion, and the required reserve ratio is 15
percent, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, the deposits are checked - $1000 billion, and the required reserve ratio is 15 percent, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, the deposits are checked - $1000 billion, and the required reserve ratio is 15 percent, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, the deposits are checked - $1000 billion, and the required reserve ratio is 15 percent, the currency in
circulation is $400 billion, the deposits are checked - $1000 billion, and the required reserve ratio is 15 percent, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, the deposits are checked - $1000 billion, and the required reserve ratio is 15 percent, the currency in circulation is $400 billion, the deposits are checked - reserves are $1 billion, the multiplier of money M1 - A) 2.54. B) 2.67. C) 2.35. D) B) B) If the required
reserve ratio is one-third, the currency in circulation is $300 billion, and the deposits inspected are $900 billion, the cash supply is a billion euros. A) $2700 B) $3000 C) $1200 D) $1800 144If the required reserve ratio is one-third, the currency in circulation is $300 billion, verifiable deposits -900 billion, and there is no excess reserve, then the M1 money multiplier is A) 2.5. B) 2.8. C) 2.0. D) 0,67. 145If the
required reserve ratio is a third, the currency in circulation is $300 billion, and the deposits inspected - $900 billion, the ratio of currency and deposit A) 0.25. B) 0.33. C) 0,67. D) 0.375. 146If the required reserve ratio is a third, the currency in circulation is $300 billion, the deposits in circulation is $900 billion, and there is no excess reserve, then the monetary base A) $300 billion B) $600 billion( c) $333 billion
d) $667 billion 147 Everything else remains unchanged, the increase in the required reserve ratio on verifiable deposits will lead to an increase in the cash reserve. B) Cash reserves to remain constant. C) The money supply is falling. D) Verifiable deposits grow. 148 Everything else remains unchanged, reducing the required reserve ratio on deposits being audited will mean A) a decrease in cash supply. B)
an increase in cash reserves. C) Reducing verifiable deposits. D) increase in concessional loans. 149 Everything else remains unchanged, increasing the required reserve ratio on deposits being audited results in the M1 money multiplier to -1 and cash supply to Kew. A) Decrease; Increase B) increase; Increase C) decrease; Decrease D) increase; 150 Everything else remains unchanged, the reduction of
the required reserve ratio on the deposits being audited leads to the M1 money multiplier to -1 and cash supply to Kew. A) Decrease; Increase B) increase; Increase C) decrease; Decrease D) increase; 151 assuming that the initial reserve ratio is 10%, the currency-deposit ratio is 40%, and the excess reserve ratio is 0, the increase in the required reserve ratio to 15% results in the M1 money multiplier to -1,
everything else remains unchanged. A) increase from 2.55 to 2.8 B) decrease from 2.8 to 2.55 C) increase from 1.82 to 2 D) decrease from 2 to 1.82 152 assuming that the initial required reserve ratio is 10%, the currency-deposit ratio is 40%, and the excess reserve ratio is 0, the reduction of the required reserve ratio to 5% results in the M1 money multiplier to the Z, everything else remains the same. A)
increase from 2.8 to 3.11 B) decrease from 3.11 to 2.8 C) increase from 2 to 2.22 D) decrease from 2.22 to 2,153 Everything else remains unchanged if the amount of the required reserve ratio and the ratio of excess reserve less than one, an increase in the ratio of currency-verifiable deposits will mean an increase in the A) increase in the rate of currency-verifiable deposits will mean an increase in the
rate of exchange-checking deposits. in circulation and an increase in the money supply. B) an increase in the monetary group, but no changes in reserves. C) A decrease in cash reserves. D) increase in increase in circulation, but no change in the cash money amount. 154 Everything else remains the same if the amount of the required reserve ratio and excess reserve ratio is less than one, the reduction
of the currency-verifiable deposit will mean A) an increase in the currency in circulation and an increase in the money supply. B) an increase in the monetary money group. C) A decrease in cash reserves. D) an increase in the currency in circulation, but no change in the monetary currency. 155 Everything else remains the same if the amount of the required reserve ratio and excess reserve ratio is less
than one, the increase in the currency-deposit ratio results in a multiplication of M1 money by q and a cash supply to z. a) decrease; Increase B) increase; Decrease in C) decrease; Decrease D) increase; increase 156 Because it was still constant, if the amount of the required reserve ratio and excess reserve ratio is less than one, the decrease in the ratio of currency and deposit leads to a multiplication of
M1 money by q and money supply to z. a) decrease; Increase B) increase; Increase C) decrease; Decrease D) increase; 157 Everything else remains unchanged if the amount of the required reserve ratio and excess reserve ratio is more than one, the increase in the currency-deposit ratio leads to the M1 money multiplier to q and the money supply to Kew. A) Decrease; Increase B) increase; Increase C)
decrease; Decrease D) increase; 158 Assuming that the initial reserve ratio is 10%, the currency-deposit ratio is 40%, and the excess reserve ratio is 0, the increase in the currency-deposit ratio to 50% results in the M1 to -1 money multiplier, and everything else remains the same. A) increase from 2.5 to 2.8 B) decrease from 2.8 to 2.5 C) increase from 2.33 to 2.8 D) decrease from 2.8 to 2.33 159
assuming that the initial required reserve ratio is 10%, the ratio of foreign currency deposits is 40%, and the excess reserve ratio is 0, the decrease in the currency-deposit ratio to 30% results in the M1 money multiplier to q, everything else remains the same. (a) increase from 2.8 to 3.25 B) decrease from 3.25 to 2.8 C) increase from 2.8 to 3.5 D) decrease from 3.5 to 2.8 160 Everything else remains
unchanged, the decrease in the ratio of excess reserves leads to the fact that the M1 money multiplier is 1 euro, and the mass - K. A) Decrease; Increase B) increase; Increase C) decrease; Decrease D) increase; 161 Everything else remains unchanged, increasing the excess reserve ratio leads to a multiplication of M1 money by th and money supply to . A) Decrease; Increase B) increase; Increase C)
decrease; Decrease D) increase; 162 Assuming that the initial reserve ratio is 15%, the ratio of currency to deposit is 40%, and the excess reserve ratio is 5%, the decrease excess reserve up to 0% leads to the fact that the multiplier of money M1 to -1, everything else remains unchanged. A) increase from 2.33 to 2.55 B) decrease from 2.55 to 2.33 C) from 1.67 to 1.82 1.82 decrease from 1.82 to 1.67 163
assuming that the initial required reserve ratio is 15%, the ratio of currency and deposit is 40%, and the excess reserve ratio is 5%, the increase in the excess reserve ratio to 10% leads to the fact that the multiplier of M1 to I money, everything else remains unchanged. A) an increase from 2.15 B to 2.33 B) decrease from 2.33 to 2.15 C) from 1.54 to 1.67 D) decrease from 1.67 to 1.54 16 4 assuming that
the initial required reserve ratio is 10%, the currency-deposit ratio is 75%, and the excess reserve ratio is 156%, the increase in the excess reserve ratio to 200% results in the M1 money multiplier to -1, everything else remains unchanged. A) an increase from 0.15 B to 0.33 B) decreased from 0.73 to 0.61 C) from 0.54 to 0.67 D) decrease from 1.67 to 1.54 1 65 assuming that the initial required reserve ratio
is 10%, the currency-deposit ratio is 75%, and the excess reserve ratio is 156%, the increase in the required reserve ratio to 15% results in the M1 money multiplier to -1, everything else remains unchanged. A) an increase from 0.15 B to 0.33 B) from 0.54 to 0.67 C) decrease from 0.73 to 0.71 D) decrease from 1.67 to 1.54 16 6 assuming that the initial required reserve ratio is 10%, the ratio of currency and
deposit is 75%, and the excess reserve ratio is 156%, the increase in the currency-deposit ratio to 150% results in the M1 money multiplier to -1, everything else remains the same. (A) an increase from 0.73 to 0.78 B) decrease from 0.73 to 0.61 C) an increase from 1.54 to 1.67 D) decrease from 1.67 to 1.54,167 Excess Reserve Ratios is associated with expected outflow of deposits, and is associated with
market interest rate. A) negative; negatively B) negatively; Positively C) positively; negatively D) positive; positively 168The cash supply - is associated with the expected outflow of deposits, and is associated with the market interest rate. A) negative; negatively B) negatively; Positively C) positively; negatively D) positive; positively 169The money multiplier A) is negatively related to powerful money. B) is
positively associated with excess reserve ratio. C) is negatively related to the required reserve ratio. D) positively associated with the reserves of excess reserves. 170In the period of the financial crisis of 2007-2009, the ratio of currencies A) increased dramatically. B) has dropped sharply. C) increased a little. D) has gone down a bit. 171In the period of the financial crisis of 2007-2009, the excess reserve
ratio A) increased dramatically. B) has dropped sharply. C) increased a little. D) has gone down a bit. 172Dept the full M1 money formula and explain how changes in required reserves, excess reserves, currency ratio, unfinished base and leveraged reserves affect the money supply. Answer: Formula M and × (MBn and BR). The formula indicates that the cash supply is the product of the multiplier times of
the base. Increase any of the multiplier components reserves, g; Excess reserves, e; Or currency ratio c; Reduce and cash-strapped. Increase in non-fermented base and leveraged reserves both increases the base and the monetary base.173What is the most important category of assets of the Fed? A) Securities B) Discount Loans C) Gold and SDR Certificates D) Cash in the process of collecting 1742
most important asset categories on the Fed's balance sheet are th and z because they earn interest. (a) Concessional loans; B) Securities; discount credits C) gold; Coins D) cash in the process of collection; The SDR certificate account of 175F securities consists mainly of q, but in the past included. Treasury securities; Accepting bankers B) municipal securities; Receiving bankers C) the reception of
bankers; Treasury Securities D) Treasury Securities; Municipal Securities 176 The amount of loans that the Fed makes to banks depends on the Fed setting an interest rate on these loans, called A) federal funds rates. B) Prime time. C) interest rate. D) Interbank rate. 177Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) are issued to governments to settle international debts and replaced q in international transactions. A)
Federal Reserve; Gold B) Federal Reserve; Dollars C) International Monetary Fund; Gold D) International Monetary Fund; $178 When the Treasury buys gold or SDRs, it issues certificates for q, which are a claim for gold or SDRs, and in turn is credited with deposit balances in the Federal Reserve; Fed B) Federal Reserve; IMF C) International Monetary Fund; Fed D) International Monetary Fund; IMF
179Who of the following non-assets on the Fed's balance sheet? A) Discount loans B) U.S. Treasury deposits C) cash in the process of collecting D) U.S. Treasury bills 180Thery from the following non-assets on the Fed's balance sheet? A) Securities B) Discount loans C) cash in the process of collecting D) deferred availability of cash 181Co of the following are not liabilities on the Balance sheet of the
Fed? A) Discount loans B) Bank Deposits C) Deferred Availability of Cash D) U.S. Treasury Deposits 182 When the Fed buys artwork to decorate the conference room at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City A) reserves are growing, but the monetary base is falling. B) Reserves are falling. C) The currency in circulation is falling. D) The monetary base is growing. 183A The Fed's purchase of gold,
SDR, deposit, foreign currency or any other asset, is only an open market for these assets, as well as a monetary base. A) Purchase; Increase B) Sale; Increase C) Purchase; Decrease D) Sales; The decrease of 184A increase in treasury deposits in the Fed leads to an increase in the monetary base. B) The monetary base for reduction. C) The Fed's assets are increasing, but do not affect the monetary
base. D) Fed assets are shrinking but do not affect the monetary base. 185U increase in U.S. Treasury deposits at the Fed both kew and Kew. Reserves; Monetary Base B) Fed commitments; Monetary multiplier C) The Fed's assets; Monetary Base D) Fed Assets; The 186U.S. Treasury deposits in the Fed are for the Fed, but for the Treasury. Thus, the increase in U.S. treasury deposits is a monetary
base. Responsibility; The asset Increases B) responsibility; The asset Reduces C) asset; Responsibility Increases D) asset; Responsibility decreases 187A increase, which of the following leads to a decrease in the monetary base? A) Swim B) Discount Loans C) Foreign Deposits in Fed D) SDRs 188Suppose, while cleaning his closets, an employee of the Federal Reserve Bank office in Memphis
discovers a picture of Elvis (middle: acrylic on velvet) that is used to grace the walls of the conference room. Suppose the bank sells the painting for $19.95 at a public auction. This sale will cause in the monetary base, everything else remains unchanged. A) an increase of $19.95 B) an increase of more than $19.95 C) a decrease of $19.95 D) a decrease of more than $19.95 189Suppose Bank of China
constantly reduces purchases of U.S. government bonds and, instead, keeps more dollars on deposit in the Federal Reserve. Everything else was kept constant, the open market would be a suitable monetary policy action for the Fed to offset the expected q in the monetary base in the United States. A) Purchase; Reducing B) purchase; Increase in C) sales; Reducing D) sale; 190 Equation representing M2
in the cash supply process model, :A) M2 - C and D. B) M2 - C and D - MMF. C) M2 - C and D - T and MMF. D) M2 - C and D - T and MMF. 191In the cash supply process model for the M2, the link between the deposits being audited and the cash supply of M2 is represented by A) D and × M2. B) D.S. (1 s th t x mm) × M2. C) M2 - × D. D) M2 . 192The M2 cash supply is represented by A) M2 and × MB. B)
M2 and ×. C) MB and × M2. D) MB and ×. 193M2 money multiplier A) negatively related to powerful money. B) positively related to the ratio of time deposits. C) is positively related to the required reserve ratio. D) is positively related to the ratio of excess reserves. 194 Everything else remains unchanged, an increase in the currency ratio will mean in the M2 money multiplier and in the cash cash
subdimension of the M2. (a) Increase; Increase B) increase; Decrease in C) decrease; Increase D) decrease; The decline of 195Everything still remains constant, the decline in the currency ratio will mean the M1 money multiplier and the th in the M2 money multiplier. (a) Increase; Increase B) increase; Decrease in C) decrease; Increase D) decrease; the reduction of 196Everything else has held
constantly, the increase of the required reserve ratio will mean q in the M2 money multiplier and q in the M2 cash supply. (a) Increase; Increase B) increase; Decrease in C) decrease; Increase Reducing the decline of 197Everything is still constant, the increase in the required reserve ratio will result in the M1 and M2. (a) Increase; Increase B) increase; Decrease in C) decrease; Increase D) decrease;
198Everything decrease else has kept constant, an increase in the time deposit ratio will mean q in the M2 money multiplier and q in the supply of M2 money. (a) Increase; Increase B) increase; Decrease in C) decrease; Increase D) decrease; the decrease of 199Everything is still unchanged, the increase in the ratio of deposits of time will lead to the fact that in the M1 money multiplier and in the M2 money
multiplier. (a) Increase; Increase B) No change; Increase C) decrease; Reducing D) unchanged; The decline of 200Everything still remains constant, the increase in the cash market fund ratio will mean that in the M2 money multiplier and in the cash supply of the M2. (a) Increase; Increase B) increase; Decrease in C) decrease; Increase D) decrease; The decline of 201Everything is still constant, the
increase in the cash market fund ratio will result in the M1 money multiplier and in the M2 money multiplier. (a) Increase; Increase B) No change; Increase C) decrease; Reducing D) unchanged; The decline of 202Everything still remains constant, the increase in the excess reserve ratio will mean in the M2 money multiplier and - in the M2 money supply. (a) Increase; Increase B) increase; Decrease in C)
decrease; Increase D) decrease; the reduction of 203Everything else was kept constant, the increase in the excess reserve ratio will mean q in the M1 money multiplier and in the M2 money multiplier. (a) Increase; Increase B) No change; Increase C) decrease; Reducing D) unchanged; The decline of 204Factors causing an increase in foreign exchange reserves include an A) increase in interest rates paid
on verifiable deposits. B) increase in the cost of purchasing currency. C) Reducing banking panic. (D) The rise of illegal activity. 205Party increase in foreign exchange reserves in the 1960s and 1970s can be attributed to higher income tax rates. B) The transition from progressive to proportional income tax. (c) Adoption of regressive taxes. D) Bracket creep due to inflation and progressive income taxes.
206 Everything else remains unchanged, the increase in wealth will lead to the possession of verifiable deposits in the stocks of the currency on the th and currency ratio will be . (a) Increase; Increase B) increase; Decrease in C) decrease; Increase D) decrease; 207 decrease Everything else remains unchanged, the increase in the interest rate paid on verifiable deposits will lead to an increase in the
number of deposits held against foreign exchange holdings and to the currency ratio. (a) Increase; Increase B) increase; Decrease in C) decrease; Increase D) decrease; 208The decline The availability of ATMs caused the cost of purchasing currency up to q, which will result in the ratio of currency to q, everything else remains unchanged. (a) Increase; Increase B) increase; Decrease in C) decrease;
Increase D) decrease; the decline of 209C steepest exchange rate growth since 1892 occurred during the A) World War II. B) The Great Depression. C) interwar years. D) for the last twenty years. 210 Factor, which accounts for the sharpest increase in the currency ratio since 1892, is taxes A). B) bank panic. C) Illegal activity. D) increased wealth. 211U the increase in the exchange rate during World War
II was due to A) banking panic. B) a reduction in the interest rate paid during deposit checks. C) the proliferation of ATMs. D) high taxes and illegal activities. 212 The upward trend in the ratio of currency and deposits in 1994-2007 can be explained by A) the increase in the reserves of the U.S. currency by foreigners. B) bank panic. (c) Reducing the interest rate paid when checking deposits. D) high taxes
and illegal activities. 213 The downward trend in the currency-deposit ratio in 2007-2014 can be attributed to the increase in the reserves of the U.S. currency by foreigners. B) bank panic. (c) Reducing the interest rate paid when checking deposits. D) Increasingly increasing use of debit cards. 214In the result of the banking panic of the Great Depression, the ratio of currencies A) has increased
dramatically. B) has dropped sharply. C) increased a little. D) has gone down a bit. 215In the result of the Banking Panic of the Great Depression, the excess reserve ratio of A) has increased dramatically. B) has dropped sharply. C) increased a little. D) has gone down a bit. 216In the early 1930s, the ratio of currency to deposit increased, as did the level of excess reserves. Analysis of the monetary supply
predicts that everything else remains unchanged, the cash supply should have A) increased. B) fell. C) remain the same. D) either rose, fell, or remained unchanged. The 217 monetary base increased by 20% during the 1929-1933 decline, but the monetary supply fell by 25%. Explain why this happened. How can the cash reserve fall when the base increases? Answer: The banking crisis has made the
public fear for the safety of their deposits, increasing both the currency ratio and bank reserves of excess reserves in anticipation of the outflow of deposits. Both of these changes reduce the multiplier of money and money load. At the same time, the fall of the multiplier due to the increase in foreign exchange and excess reserves more than compensated for the increase in the base, which led to a fall in
the money supply. Fall.
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	If the reserve requirement ratio (rr) is 0.20, the simple deposit multiplier is

